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The Department of zoology organized an educational tour on 27th and 28th of 

February, 2015.  The entire Department students of zoology were ready to enjoy the tour.  

 We started our journey on 26th night and reached Munnar in the early morning.  

Munnar is one of the most popular hill stations in South India.  It is nestled in Western Ghats 

at an altitude of 6000 ft and is located in Idukki district of Kerala.  Munnar literally means 

"three rivers" and its name is taken from the fact that it lies at the confluence of three 

mountain streams. This picturesque hill station beckons nature lovers from far and near. We 

enjoyed the mild and pleasant weather besides the cool breeze gently blew around us. Large 

tea plantations, forests, hill ranges, valleys and wildlife make anyone fall in love with this 

place.  

Rose Garden: 

 We reached Rose garden around 11.30am on 27th.  Rose Garden is a popular and the 

chief attracting destination located in Mattuppetty.    The garden is full of enormous and 

exotic varieties of rose flowers which catch the eyes of everyone who are really admiring and 

enjoying the beauty of nature.  Definitely it gives a beautiful, wonderful end exciting sight to 

the eyes of visitors. The exotic and natural beauty of the flower plants in Munnar always 

attracts the travellers and tourists across the world.  

There are around 15,000 flowering plant species in Munnar. The scented flower plants 

of Munnar add charm to the natural beauty of the beautiful hill station. Bougainvillea, Rose, 

Jasmine, Orchid, Fuschia and Neelakurinji are some of the popular flowering plants are 

seen here. 

Photo Point:  

 Next we started to move towards the photo point and reached there around 11.45am.  

This entire place of photo point is covered with tea plantation amidst Senbaga flower and 

dense trees adding special beauty to   this place.  Another important admiring thing we 

noticed here is the presence of numerous honey bee hives fully covered on the trees.  

Elephant Park: 

Another important place in our tour schedule was Elephant Park which is a scenic 

location surrounded by huge trees. The attracting scene here is Elephant riding.  The tourists 



are very much attracted to go for elephant ride.  The herds of wild elephants from the forest 

often come to drink water here hence it attained the name as Elephant Park.  

 Mattupetty Dam:  

  We started to move towards Mattupatty dam where boating is very famous. Here we 

finished our lunch. Another alluring scene here is a herd of Elephants often visit to drink 

water.  Numerous birds are seen everywhere brings the wonderful sight to the visitors.  More 

than 250 known species of birds are present here.  

Echo Point: 

 We reached here around 3.00pm.  Echo point is the lake area and famous place for 

shopping in Munnar.  And another amazing place we noticed here is the ‘Shouting spot’ at a 

scenic lake bank.   

  It’s quite interesting that people can clearly hear their loud voice echoing.  You can 

hear your echo back! Tourists can also trek in the nearby tea, coffee and spice plantations. 

The cool breeze and serene surroundings makes this place as a favorite among pedestrian. 

Dairy farms:   

 Here we can see a Switzerland variety of cattle.  Each one weighs about 500kg and 

yield more than 20 liters of milk at one time per day.  Mattupetty is also famous for the Indo-

Swiss Farm. Hundreds of high quality cattle are reared here and new varieties are 

scientifically developed.  The shooting spot is a unique place which covers about 2 

kilometers distance. It is full of lush green carpet of lawn which brings the feast to the eyes of 

visitors.  The grass is reaped from this site is used as a fodder for the livestock.  

Tea Estate:  

 On 28th morning we reached Tea estate. The tea plantation in the surroundings seems 

to be amazing sight to the tourists. Finally we reached the Lakkam falls where we enjoyed 

much.   Lakkam Water Falls is tourist attraction located on the way from Munnar to 

Udumalaipettai. When we started to move towards Dindigul, all along the way dense forest 

covers between Munnar and Udumelpet.  Bison and elephants are frequently seen while we 

travelled through this pathway.  On the whole the tour was really interesting and enjoyable.  

We gathered a lot of information about ecologically important sites. And we arrived Dindigul 

at night.  ___________________________________________________ 
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